
We’re happy to help you!
Contact us at support@sparklestock.com

A Great Big Thank You!
Thank you for your purchase! Here’s how to get started:

Photoshop:
1. Restart Photoshop.
2. Open the Actions panel (Window > Actions). 
3. Click on the panel menu located on the top-right of the3. Click on the panel menu located on the top-right of the Actions panel, then choose "Landscape 
Retoucher by SparkleStock".

Important: The action do not appear in the Actions panel automatically. They must be loaded from the 
Actions panel menu as described in step 3.

Don’t see the actions in the menu?
1. Open the Creative Cloud desktop application, click the three vertical dots icon in the upper-right, and 
then select Preferences.
2. Click Creative Cloud and select Files. Ensure that File Sync is enabled.2. Click Creative Cloud and select Files. Ensure that File Sync is enabled.
 
Action List:
Remove Color Cast
Use this to remove strong color casts that can't be fixed with the white balance adjustment.

Reduce Haze
Restore details hidden in sunny hazy photos.Restore details hidden in sunny hazy photos. This action uses the red channel in your photo to 
reveal details so be sure that your image is high quality.

Restore Overexposed Skies
Blown out skies? You can easily make it look better by painting some blue on it. This action 
colorizes the sky with blue.

Enhance Blue Skies
Deepen blue skies simply by painting over them.

Improve Improve Water Clarity
Reduce haze and glare in water. This action makes lakes, ponds, and other bodies of water look 
better. In shallow waters like ponds, it can even reduce reflections and reveal details under the 
water.

Midtone Contrast
Sometimes when you compress the shadows/highlights, your photo can start to look flat.Sometimes when you compress the shadows/highlights, your photo can start to look flat. This 
action lets you increase the contrast in the midtones only and it works the same way as the 
Midtone Contrast setting in the Shadows/Highlights tool - but better because it does it on a 
separate adjustment layer so that your original layers are untouched.

Dynamic Range - Boost DR
This action works similar to the DRI eThis action works similar to the DRI effects used in many digital cameras. It automatically 
reveals detail lost in the dark and light areas of your photo to make it look like it was taken with a 
better quality camera.

Dynamic Range - Boost Shadows
Brighten dark areas only.

Dynamic Range - Restore Highlights
Darken bright areas only.

Dynamic Range - Highlight CompressionDynamic Range - Highlight Compression
Darken only the very bright areas in your photo. This action works the same way as the Highlight 
Compression in the HDR Toning tool except that it is applied as a separate adjustment layer so 
that your original layers are left untouched.

Vividness - Enhance Foliage
Enhance the colors of green and red foliage. This action improves color and saturation and 
makes tress, bushes, etc. look better.

VVividness - Neutral Priority
Adjust your photos vibrance only in the neutral-color areas. This is great for desaturating gray 
colors (ex. roads, stones, etc.).

Vividness - Vivid Priority
Adjust vibrance only in the vivid-color areas. This is great for increasing vibrance while keeping 
neutral objects like roads, stones, etc. neutral.

Extras - Nondestructive Tone Adjuster
This action lets you adjust the tone of your photo on separate adjustment layers.This action lets you adjust the tone of your photo on separate adjustment layers. Adjust your 
images midtone contrast, highlights, shadows, whites, and blacks using all adjustment layers 
simply by changing the layer opacity.

Note: You should photograph your photos using RAW or high-quality JPEG mode with little or no 
compression. Some of these actions use the red channel in your photograph and compressing your 
JPEG images can cause low-quality results in the red channel.

Video Demo:
https://youtu.be/_uECr1ITTYkhttps://youtu.be/_uECr1ITTYk

FAQ:
Q: I am getting error messages. How do I fix this?
A: Please go to Image > Mode and ensure that your image is in 8-bit RGB mode.

https://youtu.be/_uECr1ITTYk
mailto:support@sparklestock.com

